without system, and in consequence the class organizations have in general become weaker with each succeeding year after graduation.

It may at first sight seem that these three-year reunions would interfere with the general five-year Alumni Reunions, but this could hardly become serious, for the new plan for class gatherings is simply a specialization of the present erratic meetings. Further, it should actually augment the enthusiasm for the quintennial meetings by promoting that strong class spirit without which the spirit of the Alumni as a whole must be nil.

The plan of having a reunion meeting every third June after graduation, which has been proposed by the Alumni Committee to buy up the entire house, and to accomplish this and to cover the many other expenses incidental to assuring a rousing gathering; the extra charge was found necessary. However, the tickets are still being sold under value, for not even the extra charge was found necessary.

The officers of Tech for year after year are as follows: C. T. Bartlett, '06, Editor-in-Chief; Willis Ranney, '06, Managing Editor; Malcolm McLeod, '07, and Business Manager. The plan for class gatherings is simply a specialization of the present erratic meetings.

Senior Class Members

The original copper etched engravings of the members of the Senior Class appearing in the Senior Portraits may be obtained of us.

PRICE $1.00 EACH

These plates are faithful reproductions of the portraits, and will be found valuable for future use in business or publica

THE SPARRELL PRINT

265 Congress Street - Boston

THE TECH BARBER

58 Winter Street

BOSTON, MASS.